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Event generator for JÕc and c„2S… decay
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We have developed a Monte Carlo generator for simulating charmoniumJ/c andc(2S) inclusive decay. In
the model, charmonium decay via gluons is described by the QCD partonic theory, and the partonic hadroni-
zation is handled by theLUND model. ExtendedC- and G-parity conservation are assumed and abnormal
suppression effects of charmonium decay are included. This model reproduces the properties of hadronic
events in the charmonium inclusive decay, such as the branching ratios of hadronic resonance, the ratios of
stable hadrons and the radiative products, and as the global properties of hadronic events.

PACS number~s!: 13.25.Gv, 13.65.1i, 14.65.Dw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the charmonium resonancesJ/c and c(2S)
were found more than 20 years ago, the study of their pr
erties is still an active field, and a model to simulate t
charmonium inclusive decay is appealing. Since charmon
was found, much theoretical effort has been made towa
understanding the spectrum and decay properties of the c
monium family@1–6#. The existence of a non-Abelian gluo
field is the key hypothesis of QCD, and the discoveries
glueballs and hybrids comprise direct and essential proo
the validity of QCD. It is an ideal place to search for glu
balls and hybrids in theJ/c decay process, because pertu
bative QCD indicates that low-lying glueballs~with spin
parities 021, 221, and 021) and hybrids can be produced
J/c decay. Therefore, systematic studies of theJ/c and
c(2S) decay modes, and precise measurements of branc
ratios, angular distributions, and other properties, are imp
tant ways to search for glueballs and hybrids. Although o
100 decay modes ofJ/c and around 30 decay modes
c(2S) have been measured, most of their measured un
tainties are 10–30 %. In order to improve the precision of
measurements, an event generator which precisely re
duces global properties ofJ/c andc(2S) decays is needed
This will be very important to a calculation of acceptance
hadronic-inclusive processes@for example, for measuremen
of the resonance cross section inJ/c,c(2S)→hadrons#, as
well as to the estimate of the background in the exclus
processes which relatedJ/c andc(2S) decay. These usually
depend on simulations by the phase-space model, thus c
ing major systematic errors due to the obvious discrepan
between the experimental data and the Monte Carlo sim
tion results. This situation hinders us from conducting p
cise measurements. If there is a model which reprodu
global properties of the charmonium-inclusive decays qu
titatively, then the acceptance can be calculated with
uncertainty, and charmonium decay modes can be meas
more precisely. The direct goals of our work are as follow

~1! Study inclusive processes in theJ/c,c(2S)
→hadrons, and provide precise calculations of the acc
tance.

~2! Study exclusive processes in theJ/c,c(2S)
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→hadrons, and provide the reliable estimates of their ba
ground.

~3! Study exclusive processes in those decays which p
duce J/c or c(2S), such as in thexcJ or Y decays, and
provide a reasonable estimate of the background.

The main characteristics of this scheme are as follows.~1!
The main measured modes of charmonium decays are
cluded in the model.~2! The flavor generation machinery o
the LUND model is applied for the quark hadronization.~3!
Gluon fragmentation is performed by theLUND shower string
model @7#. ~4! C parity andG parity conservation are in
cluded in the interactions.~5! Unstable particle decays ar
handled by theLUND model to produce the final states.~6!
Both Particle Data Group~PDG! and Beijing spectromete
~BES! results are fully used to check and tune parameter
the model.~7! Not only the branching ratios of most mode
of J/c andc(2S) decays are reproduced by this generat
but the global properties of hadronic events are consis
with the experimental data, such as the charged multiplic
Kobo-Nielsen-Olesen~KNO! scaling distribution, Feynman

FIG. 1. Charmonia decay: Br(cc̄)1Br(g* )1Br(ggg)
1Br(ggg)51.
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TABLE I. Parameters ofJETSET7.4tuned in the charmonium generator.

Dynamic parameter Particle ratio
Parameter Def Tuned Description Parameter Def Tuned Description

PARJ(21) 0.36 0.5 s, width of Gaussian par j(11) 0.5 0.60 V/P ratio of u& d
PARJ(33) 0.8 0.6 diquark minium mass par j(12) 0.6 0.66 V/P ratio of s
par j(126) 2 GeV 1 GeV gg minimum mass par j(14) 0 0.62 axial Vector ratio
par j(25) 1.0 0.5 h extra suppression par j(15) 0 0.12 scalar meson ratio

par j(16) 0 0.12 another axial Vecto
par j(17) 0 0.10 tensor meson
par j(1) 0.1 0.09 p(qq)/p(q)
par j(2) 0.3 0.4 p(ss)/p(uu)
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scaling distribution, rapidity distribution, sphericity distribu
tion, transverse momentum distribution, and so on.

In the following, we introduce the method of the mod
first; then simulateJ/c andc(2S) decay with the generator
and compare the Monte Carlo results with experimental d
from PDG and BES experiments. Section IV contains c
clusions.

II. METHOD

A. Partonic production in the charmonium-inclusive decay

Figure 1 shows charmonium decay via four types
Feynman diagrams. We divide these into two categories
cording to whether they are completely measured or not.
first category consists of decays through transitions@such as
J/c→ghc andc(2S)→J/c1X,gxcJ ,ghc# and decays into
lepton pairs via a virtual photon@such as, J/c
→e1e2,m1m2 or c(2S)→e1e2,m1m2,t1t2#. These de-
cay modes have been measured in many experiments,
their properties are fully listed by the PDG. In our simul
tion, these decay modes are included into the generato
rectly according to their measured branching ratios from
PDG @8–10#.

The second category consists of modes which are o
measured partly, such as charmonium decay into hadron
a virtual photon, throughggg or ggg. In our model, the total
branching ratios of charmonium decays into hadrons vi
virtual photon are included directly by the data from t
PDG @9#, which are 0.17 forJ/c and 0.029 forc(2S). The
virtual photon decaying into hadrons viaqq̄ is performed by
the JETSET7.4generator.
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As to charmonium decay into hadrons viaggg or ggg,
their properties have been fully studied by many theor
@11–13,4,14#. According to QCD, theJPC5122 states
should decay primarily into three gluons or two gluons
gether with a photon, but the latter is suppressed by a fa
aem/as . Brodsky et al. @14# proved that, to orderas

2 , the
branching ratio for a quarkonia intoggg or ggg follows the
relation

G~qq̄~1S!→ggg!/G~qq̄~1S!→ggg!

5
36eq

2

5

aem

as
H 11~2.260.6!

as

p J . ~1!

In the J/c decay, the value of this ratio is about 10%@5#.
The fractional energies ofggg or ggg, xi52Ei /ECM , are
given by Eq.~2! @11,12,4#:

1

sggg

dsggg

dx1dx2
5

1

p229
H S 12x1

x2x3
D 2

1S 12x2

x1x3
D 2

1S 12x3

x1x2
D 2J .

~2!

For massless gluon and photon, the values ofxi(i51,2,3) are
with the region

0<xi<1, ~3!

and satisfies

x11x21x352. ~4!

To a high accuracy, Eq.~2! can be approximated by Eq.~5!
@11#:
7

TABLE II. Ratio of J/(J11/2), I /(I 11).

Particle p6 a2
6 L S S* J D K K* K1

RJ
i 0 0 0.07 0.15 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.

Particle K0* K1* K2* n p
RJ

i 0.7 0.7 0. 0.9 0.9

Particle gamma n p
RI

i 0.5 0.02 0.02
3-2
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TABLE III. Branching ratios added in theJ/c decay.

mode rp a2p a2r vh v f 2 pp̄v b1
0p0

KK̄* 1c.c.
Bradd 0.0125 0.0057 0.0094 0.0013 0.0032 0.0009 0.0008 0.008

mode K* K̄2* 1c.c. v f 28 fK1K2

Bradd 0.0112 0.00053 0.00114
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dsggg

dx1dx2
.2. ~5!

In order to simulate parton hadronization, the flavor ge
eration machinery of theLUND model is applied for theqq̄
fragmentation, and theLUND string model is applied for the
gluon shower developing and fragmentation. Those par
eters inJETSET7.4which relate the ratios of baryon, pseud
scalar meson, vector meson, and tensor meson are t
~shown in Table I!. When theLUND model is applied at lower
energies, for example in the charmonium region, some of
parameters in the model need to be adjusted. The minim
masses of the quark string and gluon string are decrea
According to the transverse momentum distribution of h
ronic events observed in the BES experiment, the widths
the Gaussian distribution for thePx and Py are increased
Those tuned parameters are also listed in Table I.

B. ExtendedC- and G-parity conservation in the model

C- and G-parity conservation are not so important
higher energies; thus they are ignored in theLUND model.
However, they are known to play important roles at low
energies in hadronic decay, so we include them into our g
erator.

C commutation is defined as an internal symmetry tra
formation of an interchanged particle and antiparticle. It
known that only a neutral nonstrange meson is an eigens
of the unitary operatorC, with an eigenvalue11 or 21. The
C parity of a neutral nonstrange meson is related to the s
Ji of the meson by (21)Ji or (21)Ji11. C parity is con-
served in both electromagnetic interaction~i.e., decay toqq̄
via a virtual photon! and strong interaction~i.e., decay via
gluons!. The C parity of a cluster of neutral mesons is a
signed as)Cneutral , the multiplication of thoseC parities of
neutral mesons in the cluster. A charged particle is not
eigenstate ofC commutation, and it is not assigned anyC
parity. However, a cluster system of charged particles can
assigned theC parityC5(21)J, depending onJ, the angular
momentum of the cluster system.

We liken the aboveC parity to a cluster system o
charged mesons, strange mesons, and baryon particles
assume that the contribution of thei th particle to the ex-
tendedC parity of the cluster system is (21)Ji, whereJi is
the spin of thei th particle:

Ccluster5) Cneutral3~21! int(SJi ). ~6!

We suppose a parameterRJ
i is the probability of whether the
03400
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i th particle’s contribution takes the valueJi or Ji11/2. The
parameterRJ

i of the antiparticle is identical to that of th
particle.

The G commutation is defined as a complex transform
tion which first performs a rotation throughp around the
second axis in the isotopic-spin space, and then performsC
transformation. TheG parity of the nonstrange meson
(21)IC, where I is the isotopic spin of the meson. In ou
model,G-parity conservation is handled in a way similar
C-parity conservation. The differences between theG parity
and C parity are that theG parity is conserved only during
strong interaction, and both the neutral and charged n
strange mesons are eigenstates of theG operator. TheG
parity of a cluster of nonstrange mesons is deno
)Gnon-strange, the multiplication of theseG parities of non-
strange mesons in the cluster. The strange meson and
baryon are not eigenstates ofG commutation, and they are
not assignedG parities. We liken theG parity to a cluster
system, and we assume that it can be assigned an extendG
parity as (21)IC, whereI is the isotopic spin of the cluste
system, andC is its C parity. In our generator, the extende
G parity of the multiparticle cluster system is denoted

Gcluster5) Gnon-strange3~21! int(SI i )Ci , ~7!

whereI i is the isotopic spin of thei th particle, andCi is its
extendedC parity. The probabilityRI

i is a parameter for the
i th particle’s contribution, which takes the value (21)I i or
(21)I i11/2.

Values of above parametersRJ
i and RI

i are obtained by
fitting the branching ratios of the Monte Carlo sample to t
experimental data. Their values are shown in Table II.

C. Abnormal suppression decay effect

J/c andc(2S) decay into hadrons via three gluons or
virtual photon. According to perturbative QCD~PQCD!, the
122 quarkonia decay width is given by Eq.~8! @15–17#,

G~122→ l 1l 2!.4eq
2ae

2m
uRqq̄~0!u2

Mqq̄

, ~8!

whereeq is the charge of the quark,Rqq̄(0) is the bound-
state wave function at the origin, andMqq̄ is the mass of
quarkonium. Also,
3-3
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TABLE IV. Branching ratios ofJ/c decay.

Decays into lepton

Mode BExpt BMC Mode BExpt BMC Mode BExpt BMC

e1e2 6.0231022 6.0231022 m1m2 6.0131022 6.031022

Involving hadronic resonances Decays into stable hadrons Radiative decays

Mode BrExpt BrMC Mode BrExpt BrMC Mode BrExpt BrMC

rp 1.2731022 1.331022 2(p1p2)p0 3.3731022 3.431022 ghc 1.331022 1.331022

r0p0 4.231023 4.531023 3(p1p2)p0 2.931022 3.631022 gp1p22p0 8.331023 4.131023

a2r 1.0931022 1.231022 p1p2p0 1.531022 1.831022 grr 4.531023 3.831023

v f 2 4.331023 3.731023 K1K2p1p2p0 1.231022 1.531022 g2(p1p2) 2.831023 2.031023

b1
6p7 3.031023 2.831023 K1K2p1p2 7.231023 6.931023 gvv 1.5931023 0.831023

b1
0p0 2.331023 1.631023

KK̄p 6.131023 8.531023 gff 4.031024 2.531023

K* 0K̄2*
01c.c. 6.731023 6.331023

pp̄p1p2 6.031023 6.131023
gpp̄ 3.831024 1.331024

K1K̄* 21c.c. 5.031023 6.331023 2(p1p2) 4.031023 2.731023
gKK̄ 9.731024 8.131024

K0K̄* 01c.c. 4.231023 5.131023 3(p1p2) 4.031023 1.831023
gKK̄p 1.731023 2.831023

vp0p0 3.431023 3.931023
nn̄p1p2 4.031023 8.731023

vK* K̄1c.c. 5.331023 7.631023
S0S̄0 1.2731023 1.931023

fK* K̄1c.c. 2.0431023 6.631023 K1K22(p1p2) 3.131023 7.131023

D11p̄p2 1.631023 1.831023
pp̄p1p2p0 2.331023 7.531023

vh 1.5831023 1.631023
pp̄ 2.1431023 2.731023

fKK̄ 1.4831023 2.231023
pp̄h 2.0931023 3.231023

pp̄v 1.331023 0.931023
pn̄p2 2.031023 1.731023

D11D̄22 1.131023 0.831023
nn̄ 1.931023 2.631023

S* 2S̄* 1 1.0331023 0.631023
JJ̄ 1.831023 1.931023

pp̄h8 9.031024 6.031024
LL̄ 1.3531023 1.331023

f f 28 0.831023 1.631023
pp̄p0 1.0931023 1.331023

v f 1 6.831024 5.631024
LS̄2p1 1.0631023 2.031025

fh 6.531024 7.631024
pK2L̄ 8.931024 8.131024

J* 2J̄1 5.931024 3.031024 2(K1K2) 7.031024 1.531023

pK2S̄* 0 5.131024 3.031025
pK2S̄0 2.931024 3.031025

vp0 4.231024 1.231023 K1K2 2.3731024 1.631024

fh8 3.331024 6.031024
LL̄p0 2.231024 7.031025

J* 0J̄0 3.231024 2.731024 p1p2 1.4731024 9.031024

S* 2S̄1 3.131024 8.931024

rh 1.9331024 3.031024

vh8 1.6731024 2.531024

v f 0 1.431024 5.231024

rh8 1.0531024 2.631024

a2
6p7 ,4.331023 4.431023

KK̄2* 1c.c. ,4.031023 0.531023

K2*
0K̄2*

0 ,2.931023 0.931024

K* 0K̄* 0 ,5.031024 5.531024

pp̄r ,3.131024 1.931024

S* 0L̄ ,2.031024 1.931024

D1p̄ ,1.031024 1.031025

S0L̄ ,9.031025 1.331023
034003-4
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TABLE V. Branching ratios ofc(2S) decay.

Decays into lepton
Mode BExpt BMC Mode BExpt BMC Mode BThe. BMC

e1e2 8.531023 8.531023 m1m2 7.731023 7.731023 t1t2 3.1531023 3.131023

Involving hadronic resonances Decays into stable hadrons Transition and Radiative
Mode BrExpt BrMC Mode BrExpt BrMC Mode BrExpt BrMC

rp ,8.331025 5.031025 3(p1p2)p0 3.531023 5.931023 J/cp1p2 3.2431021 3.2431021

a2r ,2.331024* 2.131024 2(p1p2)p0 3.031023 2.331023 J/cp0p0 1.8431021 1.8431021

v f 2 ,1.731024* 0.031025 K1K2p1p2 1.631023 4.131024 J/ch 2.731022 2.731022

b1
6p7 5.231024* 2.531024

K1K̄* 0p21c.c. 6.731024 1.331024 J/cp0 9.731024 9.731024

K* 0K̄2*
01c.c. ,1.231024* 6.031025

pp̄p1p2 8.031024 1.331023 gxc0 9.331022 9.231022

K1K̄* 21c.c. ,5.431025 1.631024
pp̄ 1.931024 2.631024 gxc1 8.731022 8.731022

f f 28 ,4.531025* 2.031025 3(p1p2) 1.531024 1.731024 gxc2 7.831022 7.231022

J2J̄1 231024 1.531024
pp̄p0 1.431024 1.431024 ghc 2.831023 2.731023

p1p2 831025 731025 J/cm1m2 1.031022 1.031022

p1p2p0 8.031025 3.231024

2(p1p2) 4.531024 1.431024

K1K2 1.031024 231025

K1K2p0 ,2.9631025 6.031025

K1K̄ 1.031023* 1.631024

K1* K̄ ,3.131024* 3.031025
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G~122→ggg!.
10

9p2
~p229!as

3 uRqq̄~0!u2

Mqq̄

, ~9!

whereas is the strong-coupling constant. From Eqs.~8! and
~9!, the branching ratios ofJ/c and c(2S), decaying into
hadrons viaggg, have the relation

Qh5
B@c~2S!→ggg#

B~J/c→ggg!
.

B@c~2S!→e1e2#

B~J/c→e1e2!
. ~10!

Inputting the data from PDG@9#, we obtainQh.0.15. J/c
andc(2S) decay into hadrons via the virtual photon follow
ing the same relation. For most decay modes Eq.~10! holds,
but some abnormal suppression modes have been foun
the Mark II Collaboration; this suppression is known as
rp/K* K̄ puzzle@18#.

In recent years, more and more abnormal suppres
modes have been found by BES experiments in charmon
decaying into vector-pseudoscalar mesons, as well as ve
tensor mesons@19–22#. Various theories have been pr
sented to explain this abnormal suppression phenome
@23–28#.

In order to handle these abnormal suppression modes
suppose thatc(2S) decays normally, while we add the ab
normal decay modes inJ/c decay according to Eq.~11!,

Br~J/c!add5Br~J/c!Expt2
Br@c~2S!#Expt

0.15
, ~11!
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where BrExpt is the experimental branching ratio from th
PDG @8–10# and BES@19–22#.

All abnormal suppression modes can be handled by
above method, except therp mode. Therp mode cannot be
suppressed byC- and G-parity conservation; however it is
known to be suppressed strongly inc(2S) decay. In order to
reproducerp mode suppression, we first assume that therp
mode is strongly suppressed (;90%) both in J/c and
c(2S) decays, and then add the experimentally measu
branching ratio into theJ/c decay. All the branching ratios
added into theJ/c decay are shown in Table III.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN MONTE CARLO
SIMULATION RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

With our model, J/c and c(2S) inclusive decays are
simulated. Tables IV and V are the results ofJ/c andc(2S)
decays. In Tables IV and V, most experimental data are fr
the PDG@8–10#, and the rest from the BES@19–22#; these
latter are marked by an asterisk.

As we pointed out in Sec. II, charmonium decay mod
can be divided into two categories according to whether t
are completely measured or not. From modes of charmon
decay through transitions, and modes of charmonium de
into leptons listed in Tables IV and V, it is shown that th
branching ratios are the same as the input value, and
means that our generator works self-consistently.

As to the modes of the second category, they are sim
lated by the method described in Sec. II. The results are
Tables IV and V. It can be seen that most branching ra
3-5
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FIG. 2. Global properties of
hadronic events produced in th
J/c decay. In the figure, shadow
are the distribution of BES experi
mental data, lines are those gene
ated by our generator.~a! The
charged multiplicity of events,
Nch ; ~b! the KNO scaling@30#;
~c! the azimuthal anglef distribu-
tion of charged particles;~d! the
sphericity distribution @31#; ~e!
aplanarity distribution;~f! polar
angle cosu distribution of charged
particles; ~g! thrust distribution
@32,33#; ~h! oblateness distribu-
tion; ~i! jet axes polar angle cosuJ

distributions of events@34#; ~j! the
distribution of Feynman scaling
variable; ~k! pseudorapidity; ~l!
rapidity; ~m! transverse momen
tum of charged particles;~n! pro-
jection of pT in the jet injection
plane; and~o! pT projection out of
the jet injection plane.
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are consistent with experimental data. Not only are
branching ratios of stable hadrons or radiative products
produced, but the branching ratios of charmonium dec
involving hadronic resonance are consistent with the exp
mental data as well. Both final products and intermedi
states of charmonium decay are simulated satisfactorily
our generator.

Properties of hadronic events can be described by di
butions of their kinematic variables. Figures 2 and 3 dep
03400
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t

distributions of variables of hadronic events from theJ/c
andc(2S) decays. In these figures, shadows show distri
tions by experimental data from the BES, and lines are
Monte Carlo sample generated by our model. The BES d
used here are about 200000 events collected in 1993 for
study ofJ/c, and about 1600000 events collected in 1995
c(2S). Hadronic events were selected recently by the B
for criteria in theR scan@29#. About 100000 hadronic event
with at least two charged tracks were selected from theJ/c
3-6
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FIG. 3. Global properties of
hadronic events produced in th
c(2S) decay. Shadows are th
distribution of BES experimenta
data, and lines are those generat
by our generator.
t

s

s

ki-
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ties
sample, and 260000 hadronic events were selected from
c(2S) sample.

In Figs. 2 and 3,~a! is the charged multiplicity of event
Nch ; ~b! is the KNO scaling distribution@30#; ~c! is the
azimuthal anglef distribution;~d! and~e! are the sphericity
and aplanarity distribution of events@31#, which show the
features of the partonic jet of the event;~f! is the cosu dis-
tribution of charged particles, whereu is the polar angle;~g!,
~h!, and ~i! are the thrust@32,33#, oblateness, and jet axe
03400
hepolar angle cosuJ distribution of events@34#; and ~j! is the
distribution of the Feynman scaling variable. In addition,
nematic properties of events are depicted by pseudorap
~k!, rapidity ~l!, and transverse momentum distributions@~m!,
~n!, and~o!#.

In Figs. 2 and 3, it is shown that our model can ful
reproduce the global properties of hadronic events in ch
monium decay. Based on the consistency between the M
Carlo sample and experimental data in the global proper
3-7
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of hadronic events, the acceptance can be calculated
cisely for the process of charmonium decay into hadro
This can improve the precision in the measurement of re
nance widths ofJ/c andc(2S), as well as the precision in
the measurement of the total number ofJ/c or c(2S)
samples.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented a new model of charmonium inclusive
cay. We treated the charmonium decays by two catego
The first consists of decays which have been fully measu
such as decays into leptons and into other charmoniums
transition. They are simulated simply by including their we
measured branching ratios into the generator. The sec
category consists of inclusive decays which are not w
measured, such as decay into hadrons viaqq̄ or ggg/ggg.
These are simulated by our model. In our model, gluo
shower development are handled by theLUND string model,
and unstable particle decays are handled by the code
JETSET7.4. In addition, extendedC- and G-parity conserva-
tions are assumed. The abnormal suppressive decay m
observed in the experiments are handled by first presum
thatc(2S) decays normally, and then adding those abnorm
modes into theJ/c decay.
e

03400
re-
s.
o-

-
s.
d,
ia

nd
ll

s

of

des
g

al

We simulatedJ/c andc(2S) inclusive decays satisfacto
rily. The Monte Carlo results are consistent with experime
tal data in various properties, such as branching ratios
volving hadronic resonances, stable hadrons, or radia
products, as well as global properties of hadronic events.
expect our generator will contribute to an improvement
the precision in the measurement of branching ratios of ch
monium decays.
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